Formatting History Papers in Chicago Style: Common Errors and Issues

It is true that formatting styles like APA and MLA are used very commonly if we compare with the use of
formatting styles like AMA and Chicago etc. This is a major reason why some students take formatting
papers in Chicago style as a challenging task. Because they think that they are not that much used-to with
such a format. However, the reality is not that. Rather, you can find the process of formatting papers in
Chicago style as an easier task if you focus on some key areas.

These areas can be the errors or issues that students make because making formatting mistakes can make
the formatting process a complex one. In other words, a single formatting mistake can disturb the
formatting process you follow while finalizing your essay or paper.

It is an undeniable fact that some students ask their friends to write my essay; they even sometimes hire
professional writers for their assignments.
They proceed with such options because they think they may not format their paper as per the guidelines
of the particular formatting style especially when they are supposed to write history papers. However, do
not worry if you find yourself in the same condition. Dealing with the following errors and issues would
lead you to find perfection. You can also hire essay writing service for help.

1. Mixing up citations and references

While formatting history papers in Chicago style, students are much likely to mix up citations and
references. Keep in mind; there is always a huge difference between citations and references.

Citations are put in the main body or content of the paper. So, make sure to add citations where you have
rephrased information from a source or you have directly quoted something from the source. On the

other hand, references make the list that is given at the end of a paper. In short, the bibliography section
of your paper is the list of your references.

2. Ignoring historical information

As the name states, a history paper always requires the essay writer to conduct in-depth research for the
purpose to gather all accessible relevant information. It is true that using recent sources for a research
paper is always appreciated by instructors. However, this does not apply the most when you are supposed
to write a history paper.

Still, do not forget that the significance of a credible source can never be underestimated. Hence, gather
and use recent information wherever needed.

3. Missing out to keep the citations in alphabetical order

In the Chicago style, all references are ordered alphabetically. But keep in mind, if there is more than one
author for a specific paper or publication, make sure to put them in alphabetical order.

Keep in mind; references should be ordered by the last names of the authors of each publication. Students
are engaged in writing essays constantly as they have to write at least 1 assignment for each course. While
teachers require students to follow the citation format (i.e., APA, or Chicago) that they have assigned.

In such cases, students get stuck while formatting their papers. Because they may need to format one
paper (for one subject or course) in MLA while another in Chicago. As a result, they sometimes fail to
ensure correction in all and make mistakes like ‘missing out to order references alphabetically. Hence, try
to start and complete your assignments separately. For example, start one assignment, complete it, and
then start another.

Apart from the above, students sometimes include a greater number of direct quotes while composing a
history paper. However, putting in more than needed quotes is not appreciated. So, try to avoid such
mistakes too. You can also hire online essay writer from SharkPapers for help.

